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Rachael McNamara delivers calm to mothers to be.

GREEN. CLEAN. EASY. The City Bistro has
done away with disposable to-go containers – it’s all reusable
clamshell containers from here on out. The boxes are good
for the environment, only $3 and easy: You don’t even have to
clean them – or remember them! Once you’ve finished your
meal, just discard the large remains, drop the container off for
cleaning at the City Bistro and pick up a key tag to be redeemed
for your clean box the next time you’re there. Nice and neat!
COUGAR
CASH QUICK.
Got a lone buck that’s
good for nothing but
vending machine
snacks? Add to your
Cougar Cash account
in mere seconds at the
Cash Value Center
outside Java City on
the first floor of the Addlestone Library. Don’t have
a Cougar Cash account? All you have to do is make
a deposit, and your Cougar Card becomes a safe,
automatic and convenient personal debit card that
you can use all over campus. Cha-ching!

WE’RE IN IT TOGETHER.
Offices across campus are joining the
College’s green bandwagon. Check out
what other departments are doing to make
the College a more sustainable place – and
add your own department’s sustainability
efforts – at sustainability.cofc.edu/
initiatives/campus-wide-efforts.php.

ARTISTIC
APPETITE.
If you’re hungry for
a little homegrown
art, stop by Ms.
Rose’s Fine Food and
Cocktails in West
Ashley and take in
the rear dining room,
where sculpture
professor Jarod Charzewski’s 8x25’ Sunfire Remains reaches from floor to
ceiling. The sculpture wall is made of the plates, trays, barware, flatware, chairs,
tables and glasses from the restaurant’s previous life as Sunfire Grill, and
depicts stratified layers of earth. “Without this new life as art installation,” says
Charzewski’s caption, “these items would likely be resting in a landfill site.”

THERE’S AN APP FOR US.
Download the CofC mobile app for Apple or
Android devices from the Mac App Store or
Google Play and access anything from maps to
library resources to social media to grades!
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briefs
APPLAUSE

The College was named No. 68 on
Kiplinger’s Personal Finance’s list of the
100 best values in public colleges for
2012–13.
The Princeton Review listed the College
as one of “The Best 377 Colleges” in the
nation and ranked Charleston No. 12 on
its list of best college towns.
According to the Institute of
International Education’s Open Doors
report, the College ranks No. 10 in
overall study abroad participation.
The College ranked No. 4 in U.S. News
and World Report’s list of regional
universities in the South that operate
efficiently, producing the highest
educational quality but spending
relatively little money.
For the fifth year in a row, the College
is one of the 11 colleges in the South
to be included in the Public Colleges of
Distinction eGuidebook.

BRANCHING OUT. It’s always
good to bring in new life, learn from it, get
inspired. And – with the 75,000 longleaf pine
seedlings planted across 144 acres at Dixie
Plantation this semester – that’s exactly what the
College has done. A donation from ArborGen,
the young trees are helping give Dixie a new life
as a conservationist’s classroom.

news

RAISING THE ROOF. The vegetative strips on the roof of Fresh
Food Company are just the beginning: a test plot, if you will – and not just for
testing the effects green roofs have on heat and storm-water runoff, but for
testing out different methods before the students working with the Office of
Sustainability take it to the next level: the roof of Liberty Street Residence
Hall. The plan there is to carpet half the roof with plants and leave the other half
as is, as a control for the experiment. But with marked reductions in stormwater runoff and heat absorbed by the roof (and thus money it takes to cool the
building), the results are already clear: The College’s interest in environmentally
friendly, cost-saving projects like this is going through the roof!

Perfect Game named head baseball coach
Monte Lee ’00 one of the “Top 10 Rising
Head Coaches” in the country.
PERKS
The next Cougar Fit session runs
from March 11 to April 24, and meets
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays in
the Johnson Center, room 201. The cost
is $42/full session or $5/individual class.
For more information, contact Kevin
Ferrelli at ferrellikd@cofc.edu or 3.5559.

Jay Myers ’98 offers staff and faculty
a 10% discount on all dental services
at his dental practice on the corner of
Ashley Ave. and Bull St., 112 ½ Ashley
Ave. Contact his office at 723.5346 for
more information and to schedule
your appointment.
Employees who present their Cougar
Card at the Drayton Hall plantation
ticket booth may choose between a
complimentary grounds pass ($8 value)
or half off an all-inclusive general admission ticket to all daily tours ($9 value).
For more discounts available to
staff and faculty, visit
hr.cofc.edu/benefits/special-discounts.php.
MEMOS
The next application deadline for
grants through the Staff Professional
Development Incentive Program is
June 1. For more information, visit
president.cofc.edu/staffdevelopment
or email staffprofdev@cofc.edu.
The election for six at-large representatives to the Staff Advisory Committee to
the President will be held
March 25–April 1. Voting is open to all
staff members who occupy permanent,
full-time, non-instructional positions.
The ballot is accessed through the link
on the Employee tab of MyCharleston.
Results will be announced April 5, with
the new, permanent members taking
office on July 1. For more information,
visit sac.cofc.edu/elections.
To apply for a meal plan (20 meals for
$135) or for information about meal
plans and/or access to Dining Dollars
statements/balances, please visit
Cougar Card Services at 162 Calhoun St.
(beneath Berry Hall), or contact them at
cougarcard@cofc.edu or 3.1100.

coffee
hour
save the date

Spring
out and
be seen!
March 15
Portico coffee hour
Enjoy a cup of coffee, some breakfast
treats and the company of the other
people who call the College “work.”
The first 10 people to drop in will
get a Portico mug and two tickets to
the Cougars vs. Connecticut baseball
game on March 19.
8:30–9:30 a.m.
Liberty Street Fresh Food Company,
Faculty/Staff Dining Room
Info: theportico@cofc.edu, 3.5526

March 27
ExCEL Awards
Help honor the students, faculty,
staff and community members
who are promoting diversity and
excellence at the College.
5 p.m.
Sottile Theatre
Info: Teresa Smith,
smitht@cofc.edu, 3.5660

April 3
faculty/staff town
hall meeting
Get the scoop about the state of the
College from President Benson and
the executive team.
3:30–4:30 p.m.
Stern Center Ballroom
Info: Ron Menchaca,
menchacar@cofc.edu, 3.3395
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Jewish Studies Center: The architectural drawing is
underway for the expansion of the Jewish Studies Center,
which will double in size. The plans include a kosher/vegan
kitchen and dining hall on the first floor and, on the second
and third floors, a combination of classrooms and offices for
the School of Languages, Cultures, and World Affairs; the
Center for Southern Jewish Culture; and the Zucker/Goldberg
Center for Holocaust Studies. The project is expected to be
completed by the beginning of the fall 2014 semester.

Campus Center Apartments: The eight-story building
currently being constructed between the Simons Center and the
Sottile Theatre is a private project that is expected to hold 350–400
beds and, on the first floor, a 19,000-square-foot fitness center.
McAlister Development plans to open the building by next fall.

Wagener House: Renovations to 6 Green Way, home of the
offices of Nationally Competitive Awards and of Undergraduate
Research and Creative Activities (both of which have relocated to 10
Green Way), have begun and will include the restoration of the back
first-floor porch and the addition of an ADA-compliant restroom on
the first floor, new landscaping and a freestanding outdoor waterbottle refill station. The building is slated for reoccupation in January
2014, in time for the spring semester.
Simons Center: Last month, architectural bids went out for
the Simons Center renovation project, which will modernize the
instructional and performance spaces within the existing shell of
the building.
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Towell Library has been adapting to the
College’s needs since 1855, proving

on the
MOVE

itself
a stalwart and enduring supporter of the
College’s value in history, at present and in
the future. As the future home to the Office of
Sustainability, Towell Library’s basement is getting
a little work done: a fresh coat of paint, new (recycled)
carpeting and a conference room with dry-erase whiteboards
made from Idea Paint. Director of Sustainability Brian Fisher
and his staff will be moving into the new digs this summer.
“I will miss the people in the Riley Center,” says Fisher, “but
I am looking forward to occupying a space where all of the
office members will be together – interns, grad students
and staff.” All contact information will remain the same.

It’s a garden bed. It’s a composter. It’s
a trellis, rainwater basin, park bench

Dixie Plantation: Renovations turning John Henry
Dick’s old studio into a museum and the old barn into an
air-conditioned, multi-purpose event, class and meeting
space are wrapping up at Dixie. Construction for the two new
field research stations will begin soon and is scheduled for
completion by spring 2014. The goal is for the facilities –
each of which will be 3,000 square feet (1,200–1,400 of
which will be central labs) – is to be as “off grid” as possible,
with a minimum carbon footprint. Both facilities will be ADA
compliant and will include outdoor showers, a screened
classroom area and a tripod telescope–observation platform.
Hollings Center: The design team for the renovations
to the old science center is conducting faculty interviews,
programming and schematic design. With the schematic
design scheduled for completion this summer, construction
should begin by summer 2014.
School of Sciences and Mathematics Building:
The second floor at 202 Calhoun St. is expected to be completed
in late November and to be ready for occupancy in early 2014.

and aquaculture station. It’s called an
agri-urban sustainability module, and
it soon may be coming to a corner of
campus near you.
Funded by the Historic Preservation
and Community Planning Program
and the Office of Sustainability, it’s a
project that visiting assistant professor
of historic preservation Jim Ward and
his students began working on a year
ago, designing the module so that the
Preservation Club was able to build the
first one last semester behind the Hugh
P. Cameron House at 12 Bull Street.
Ward hopes that it’s the first of
many to be installed on campus, and
that the multi-purpose module spurs
discussion and interest in sustainability
and urban agriculture. Part of the
module’s appeal, he explains, is that
it can be used for so many different
purposes, from growing herbs and
flowers irrigated by rainwater to
wildlife feeding to creating outdoor
work and rest areas.
Plus, it looks pretty darn good.

“We’re trying to use traditional building
techniques in a decidedly modern form,” says Ward,
explaining that the adaptable unit can also be
modified to fit the needs of the site. “It’s trying to do
something that’s a little bit sexy and that people will
be inspired by.”
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1

Replacing/repairing
lights aloft

2

Lifting, installing and
servicing motors,
cooling towers,
chillers and HVAC
units on the rooftops
of our buildings

3

Hurricane preparation

4

Repairing hightemperature/pressure
steam leaks in
underground vaults
and confined spaces

5

High-voltage work
(especially at night)

6

Erection and utilization
of scaffolding

(fear of fire)

Pyrophobia

(fear of machinery)

Mechanophobia

(fear of hurricanes/
tornadoes)

Lilapsophobia

(fear of insects)

Entomophobia

(fear of electricity)

Electrophobia

Claustrophobia

(fear of confined spaces)

(fear of drafts, air, gases)

anemophobia

(fear of heights)

Acrophobia

I

t’s easy to think you’ve got the toughest job
on campus. There are those gravity-defying
stacks of papers to grade, scribbled lecture
notes to transfer into PowerPoint slides, budget
reports to organize and, of course, deadlines of
all kinds to meet. For most of the College community, this “heavy lifting” is done in the comfort
of an air-conditioned office, maybe even in an
ergonomic chair.
But stop one day and look around at your setting:
your office, the buildings, the pathways you use going
to and from your workspace. They don’t look this
way all by themselves.
For a place that weds the historic and the modern
so beautifully, the College presents a wide range of
challenges for Physical Plant – the team given the
Herculean task of making sure that this centuries-old
campus ages gracefully and functions properly within
the demands of the 21st century.
So, what are their rough days? What are the assignments that cause them the most stress?
Director of Physical Plant John Cordray shares his
department’s six toughest tasks. Some are difficult simply because of the work environment, others because
there’s an element of danger involved. “They all have
their own challenges, but we’re not complaining,”
Cordray smiles. “We enjoy it because we know we
play a vital role in making this campus go.”
Perhaps the best way to appreciate these hairraising assignments is to chart them out by fear factor.

Physical
Plant’s
Six Toughest
jobs by
fear factor

(fear of darkness)

Brave
Front

Achluophobia

The

So, the next time you hit the wall at work trying to slog your way through another last-minute project,
take a moment and consider doing it balanced on a ladder 30 feet in the air or cramped below the street
in a steam tunnel. But don’t be scared – because the men and women of Physical Plant certainly aren’t.
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Natural
Born
Teacher H

ypnosis has been kind to Rachael
McNamara ’00 and her family.
Her mom used it to quit smoking.
McNamara used it to overcome fears of falling
when she was a kid gymnast. And now, at least a
decade later, McNamara has twice used hypnosis
to give birth without even breaking a sweat.
That, she knows, is no small accomplishment.
A health educator in the Office of Counseling
and Substance Abuse Services, McNamara knows
the difficulties of giving birth. In fact, it was the
protracted and uncomfortable birth of her first
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child that prompted her to investigate alternative
methods of childbirth when she became pregnant
for the second time.
It was the nerve-calming, self-composing aspect of
the hypnosis she practiced as a competitive gymnast
that eventually convinced her to look into birth hypnosis. In particular, McNamara became a student of
Hypnobabies, a six-week childbirth education course
that is meant to create not just an easier, more comfortable birth experience, but a relaxing, more peaceful
pregnancy on the whole.
“The immediate benefit was within a couple
of weeks I wasn’t worried about birth at all,” says
McNamara. “The anxiety was gone.”
Of course, the real test would be at childbirth.
To achieve a calm, comfortable delivery for mothers, the
Hypnobabies method involves
relaxation techniques, breathing exercises and birth visualization. Mothers are expected
to be mobile, alert and communicative during labor, yet
still remain relaxed while in a
state of self-induced hypnosis.
Hypnobabies is also designed
to prompt women to tap into
their body’s natural ability to
provide anesthesia, with cues
to change an uncomfortable
sensation, for example, into a more pleasurable
feeling of tightness or pressure. For McNamara, it
all worked perfectly.
“When the birthing time came, it was completely
comfortable,” says McNamara, who didn’t even lie
down in bed during this delivery (which, by the
way, took half the time of her first child’s delivery).
Although she credits her husband for being a firm,
reliable birth partner and the hospital for providing
alternative delivery devices, including a tub and a
birthing ball, it’s the freedom and control she had
during the process that she thinks were so critical.
“There was no stress, no bright lights, no machines.
It was all about me.”
It was, in a word, empowering.

In fact, McNamara’s hypnobirthing experience
was so empowering that she not only used it for
her third pregnancy as well, but she also became a
Hypnobabies instructor, teaching the technique to
expectant mothers in and around Charleston.
“I decided this was so amazing that women in
Charleston needed this class,” says McNamara, who
has taught 16 students in five sets of classes since she
earned her Hypnobabies certification in April 2011.
McNamara says she is delighted to work with
people who are unafraid to question traditional
childbirth techniques and who demand a birth
experience that is healthy, natural and satisfying.
Among her students there is little tolerance for a
“because that’s how it’s always been done” attitude
when it comes to pregnancy.
Instead, they want as much
information as possible about
what might happen to their
bodies and their babies’ bodies,
and to be told of safe childbirth
alternatives.
“Both women’s and men’s
confidence increases substantially when they learn as much
as possible about a major
event happening in life,” says
McNamara. “My students are
incredible at knowing how to,
and when to, ask the important
questions, which for health are usually, What are the
benefits? What are the risks? What are the alternatives?
And what happens if I do nothing?”
And even though McNamara is in the teaching
position, she says interaction with her students has
given her new insight into the mind’s vulnerability
to fear, and how to overcome it.
“Fear definitely creates stress, but it can also create pain,” says McNamara. “Hypnosis is extremely
powerful at addressing fears. The mind is powerful,
and, with training, you can learn how to adjust your
expectations – and those adjustments can change
the result.”
For more information on Hypnobabies, contact Rachael
McNamara at 3.3650 or mcnamarar@cofc.edu.

“Hypnosis is extremely
powerful at addressing
fears. The mind is
powerful, and, with
training, you can learn
how to adjust your
expectations – and
those adjustments can
change the result.”
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The
Mysterious Life
of an
Inter-Campus Envelope
T
hey come. They go. Never around when we need them, always lingering in a messy heap when we
don’t. We’ve all seen the stealthy ways of the inter-campus envelope – we all know what it’s like to
have either none or too many – and so we share with one another accordingly. But just where does
this cloak of golden brown (with the occasional blue or even muted red) make off to? What happens once it’s
delivered, once the red string-and-button clasp is opened and its contents removed? Where does it go next?
Where will it end up? And where does it stop along the way?
From the President’s Office (when President Higdon was still in office) to Residence Life and Housing, the
Treasurer’s Office and beyond, we follow one inter-campus envelope’s journey across campus and back again –
outliving its contents time after time after time.
And, no. We’re not saying you’ll know where to look next time you need one. But someone will – and they’ll
surely be willing to share.
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CAMPUS ROUTE
1. President’s Office

9. Physical Plant

19. Art History

29. Academic Affairs

2. S chool of Education,
Health, and Human
Performance

10. Athletics

20. Addlestone Library

30. Summer Sessions

11. Custodial Services

21. School of the Arts

31. Treasurer’s Office

3. H
 uman Relations/
Minority Affairs

12. Marketing and
Communications

22. Halsey Institute

32. Business Affairs
33. Treasurer’s Office

4. President’s Office

13. Human Resources

23. Political Science

14. Residence Life

24. Hispanic Studies

34. Financial Aid

5. School of the Arts

35. Treasurer’s Office

6. Institutional
Advancement

15. Human Resources

25. Hispanic Studies

16. Mail Services

26. Undergraduate
Academic Services

36. Controller’s Office

7. English Department

17. School of Business

27. R
 egistrar’s Office

8. Procurement

18. Ombuds Office

28. Admissions
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Goteam

Building the Road to
Entrepreneurial Success

The more you know, the farther you’ll go.
And – with expertise in everything from

information technology to public relations to
real estate to human resources – the College’s
GO-Team is doing its part to help local
entrepreneurs go as far as possible.
Created by the Center for Entrepreneurship and consisting of staff and faculty from
across campus, this group of experts is meant
to provide direction for entrepreneurs who
know where they want to go, but just aren’t
entirely sure how to get there.
“A lot of people come off the street asking
for assistance in creating their business plan
or their financial model, or for legal advice.
Before now, we didn’t have a channeled
mechanism in place for pointing them in the
right direction,” says David Desplaces, director
of the Center for Entrepreneurship. “We want

to give entrepreneurs an avenue to success.”
For GO-Team members, it’s as simple
as being available to answer preliminary
questions and, when needed, speaking with
clients for 30 minutes or so.
“It’s not a huge time commitment, but it’s
really rewarding,” says Skip Martin ’82, adjunct
professor with the
To join the GO-Team, or for
School of Business
more information about
and a member of
it, contact Rhonda Mack at
the GO-Team.
3.6565 or mackr@cofc.edu.
“Helping your
community and being part of someone’s
success is thrilling,” agrees Desplaces, adding
that – although the services the team provides
are strictly directive – it could lead to consulting opportunities and referrals for members
of the team. “You just never know where it will
lead you down the road.”

IT’S OFFICIAL. Social media is here to stay. To
make your College–related Twitter account or Facebook
page official, visit mediarelations.cofc.edu/social-media/
social-media-application.php. Official College of
Charleston social media networks are prominently
listed with links at cofc.edu/about/socialmedia.

COMPLETE PACKAGE. Campus Recreation
Services is offering a faculty/staff group fitness package
for $40 for the semester – and it’s not too late to join!
The package includes access to Midday Madness (M–F,
12:05–12:50 p.m.), Zumba (M, 3:30–4:30 p.m.; T–TH,
5:15–6:15 p.m.), CRS Boot Camp (T, TH, F, 8–8:50 a.m.; TH,
F, 4:30–5:05 p.m.), Power Yoga (Sun., 5:45–6:45 p.m.), CRS
Flash Fitness (M–W, 4:30–5 p.m.). For more information,
visit campusrec.cofc.edu/fitness/group-fitness/index.php or
contact Kevin Ferrelli at ferrellikd@cofc.edu or 3.5559.
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SPREAD THE WORD. You know all the
things that make the College of Charleston a great
place – and, thanks to the College’s YouTube channel,
the rest of the world is finding out, too. Want to share something
about the College – events, news, lectures, courses, interviews – with
millions of other people? To find out how to get your video posted
onto the College’s YouTube channel, visit mediarelations.cofc.edu/
social-media/youtubecontentcreator/index.php. Show the world
what the College is made of!

The Minimalist
Martin Jones doesn’t ask for much. He’s

a math
book and the four cats with whom he shares his
downtown house. In fact, if he’s going to ask for
anything, it’s the occasional ride to the airport.
That’s because Jones – a mathematics
professor whom The Princeton Review
named one of the top 300 professors in the
nation in 2012 and who is fluent in Spanish,
studies Russian and Chinese and has taught
in Venezuela, Colombia, Costa Rica and
Mexico – doesn’t have a car. He sold it in
1997, opting instead to get around town on
the steel-frame Puch bicycle he bought in
1980 as a grad student.
If that bike is one of his prized possessions,
it’s also one of his few possessions. He has
no cell phone, no home computer. He sold
his television years ago, along with many
other items the rest of America considers
critical. What else does he do without? Once

pretty content with a cup of coffee,

married, he’s been on his own for 15 years.
He has no kids. He has no meat or dairy in his
diet, either, since he’s a longtime vegetarian,
recently turned vegan.
“Living simply is a very liberating thing,”
says Jones. “It gives us time.”
Time to do the things we love – in Jones’
case, traveling, studying languages and
interacting with students. And he’s finding
time to do all of that while planning to teach
College of Charleston students an advanced
statistical methods course this summer at
Xiamen University in Xiamen, a port city on
China’s southeast coast.
But living simply doesn’t just free up some
time for Jones to travel – it makes packing for
those travels remarkably effortless, too.
“Right now I hardly have anything in my
house,” he shrugs. “It will be easy.”
Now if he could just get that ride to the
airport. …
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big
idea

Its stunning campus, its inspiring energy, its astounding minds: The College of

Charleston is pretty close to perfect, when you really think about it. Of course, the people who
work here are a large part of why this place is so great. And those people are always thinking
of ways to make it even better. Here are a few suggestions you and your colleagues have for
helping the College of Charleston be even more than perfect. Got a big idea of your own?
Send it to theportico@cofc.edu.

I would love for the College to offer
scholarships and/or tuition assistance
to the children of faculty and staff.
If we replace the light bulbs
in the street lanterns with LED
lights and replace the glass
in the top portion of each
lantern with mirrored glass, it
seems that we would get two
benefits: 1) We would reduce
the amount of ambient light
being sent up into space (and
wasted!), and 2) we would
reduce our use of electricity.
With the mirrors, we would
multiply the light, so we could
use bulbs with a lower wattage.

My big idea would be to
give us Labor Day off!
I would happily give up
a day during holiday
break to be able to
share this holiday with
friends and family who
are perplexed as to why
we don’t have it off.

How about banning gasoline-powered leaf blowers from campus?
The emissions (including dust and particulates) from these machines
are really terrible, and they make a lot of noise pollution as well (about
70–75 dB at 50 feet away, which is about 100 times louder than the WHO
recommended levels for outdoor noise). I’ve had to stop class because I
couldn’t make myself heard in class while they were leaf-blowing in the
Cougar Mall. Why not take this step to make ours a “green campus”?
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big
idea

I would love to see a robust collaboration between staff
and faculty whose expertise is in similar areas. For
example, an accounting professor who teaches audit theory
could work with the College’s auditors; a botany professor
could collaborate with the grounds crew to do the latest plant research;
or a computer science professor could team up with the people in IT.
There are many more possibilities. The College has expertise on the
academic side that is needed on the administrative side, and the
partnerships could provide students with real-world examples.

How cool
would it be to
have a huge
statue of
our Cougar
claw on our
campus?
There needs to be scrambler walk lights placed
at Calhoun/Coming and at Calhoun/St. Philip. Such
lights would stop vehicle traffic in all directions for –
let’s say one minute – which would allow pedestrians
to cross the street in any direction, even diagonally,
without worrying about cars turning. Car drivers, on
the other hand, would not have to navigate around
and through pedestrian traffic when it is their turn to
go. This change would increase the safety and diminish the danger of crossing these intersections on
foot during the school day. This solution would also
eliminate the dangerous clusters of pedestrians waiting for the walk light at these two busy intersections.

Would love to see more than
two classes per academic
calendar year covered by
the College for full-time
employees seeking graduate
degrees. As it is currently, we
must either take out loans to
finish within the normal 2–3
year timeframe or endure the
5–6 years that it will take to
finish the degree with these
limitations. I would love to
see the College expand and
foster the educational pursuits of its own staff; seems
like it would benefit both
the school and everyone
with a better prepared and
educated workforce.
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spring 2

last issue
Congratulations to Meredith

career counselor
in the Career Center, who
correctly guessed that the
object in question was senior
Kevin McLean’s plaster-andwire sculpture titled “2,500
Yrs.” The piece is in the
Career Center’s “Hire-Level
Art” gallery, which features
artwork made and donated
by studio art students.

Gerber,

in the above
photo is and where it can be found, send your guess to
theportico@cofc.edu by Friday, April 12. The names of
those who submit the correct answer will be entered
into a drawing for a CougarNation T-shirt and sticker.
The contest is open to all College faculty and staff.

If you think you know what the object
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